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 vides additional references to which nonspecialists may resort if they wish to explore this

 discipline further. A short bibliography closes the book.

 This is without doubt an important presentation of Malone's work on Tiberian
 Hebrew phonology to date, and many scholars will find it very useful. It is also important

 in that it provides the nonspecialist access to the work of one of the leading generative
 phonologists on Tiberian Hebrew. However, much could be done to improve its accessi-
 bility.

 Russell Fuller

 Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, OH 45220-2488

 A Computer Generated Concordance to the Syriac New Testament According to the
 British and Foreign Bible Society's Edition; Based on the SEDRA Database, by George
 Anton Kiraz (ed.). 6 volumes. Leiden: Brill, 1993. Pp. xxxviii + 4,642. $858.00.

 This publication is a milestone in biblical and Syriac studies. One scarcely expects
 the appearance of such a monument in this day and age, when we are awash in
 ephemera. Kiraz's name will become for the Syriac NT what Hatch and Redpath are for
 the LXX.

 A concordance is an essential research tool, especially when one moves beyond
 Greek to the versions. Have translators been consistent in their word choices? What odd

 or unexpected translations might appear? Might there be links between versions which
 "pass around" (rather than through) the standard Greek text? (Indeed there are:
 "capitularia" in Vetus-Latina MS k at Mark 12:14, which agrees exactly with Syr S[c]p:
 kespd de-resa. The standard Greek reads Klcvoov; only Bezae [D], O and 565 read -it-
 K?:eadatov.) Without a concordance, such investigations are hobbled from the outset.

 The Syriac NT is the single most important version. Its antiquity is unquestioned
 (the oldest Vetus Syra codex, Sinaiticus [SyrS] is as old as Greek t or B), and its readings
 are often among the most ancient we possess. Until now, however, no concordance
 existed.

 There have been four earlier attempts to create a Syriac concordance. In 1709 C.
 Schaaf published a list of roots, followed by references (Lexicon Syriacum Concordan-
 tiale). In 1985, The Way International published a similar list of references, again based
 on the root form. Both of these lacked, however, the "lemma" and failed to catalogue all
 the various inflected forms. The first attempt at a real concordance was made by A.
 Bonus, who completed the task in 1926, but never published his 600-page manuscript (it
 now resides in the University of Melbourne's Department of Middle Eastern Studies).
 A. Voobus also took up the challenge, but was forced to leave his files in Estonia when
 he fled his homeland in 1940. Therefore, prior to Kiraz's work, no real concordance
 (which gives the quotation and recognizes all the distinctive grammatical forms) had
 appeared.

 Of the six volumes, the first four contain the concordance proper, which covers
 3,138 pages. The last two volumes contain essential appendices. The concordance itself

 is based on the Syriac NT text-essentially the Peshitta-of the British and Foreign
 Bible Society's (BFBS) 1920 edition, which was itself cobbled together from earlier edi-

 tions. The Gospels come from Pusey and Gwilliam's 1901 edition; the Acts, James,
 1 Peter, 1 John, the Pauline corpus, and Hebrews were prepared by Gwilliam and
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 Pinkerton; the Apocalypse is from Gwynn (1909). Those books and pericopae of the
 Greek NT not included in the Peshitta canon (e.g., the minor Catholic Epistles; Luke
 22:17-18; John 7:53-8:11) have been supplied from earlier editions (Gwynn, Lee
 [1816], Tremellius [1621], and Hutter [1599-1600]). Where Kiraz "filled out" the
 Peshitta to conform with the Greek NT, he employed brackets to alert the reader. In
 matters of orthography, punctuation, vocalization, and pointing, the text conforms to the
 BFBS edition. Kiraz entered its text into a database which he designed especially for the
 Syriac language and which he calls SEDRA (Syriac Electronic Data Retrieval Archive);
 its software engine is the db_VISTA program, from Raima Corp.

 Entries in the concordance are arranged by root, not by individual word. This deci-
 sion is a wise one, for it facilitates finding varying grammatical forms of the same word

 and is much more practical for a language like Syriac. Each entry begins with the (usu-
 ally triliteral) root printed in large type, centered, and set between two broad horizontal
 lines. Beneath this "header," the various discrete words formed from the root are set to

 the right margin, and signaled by an "icon" of a pointing hand. This facilitates finding the
 individual words under the root. Seven other "icons" guide the user through the entry.
 Each form, including prefixed and suffixed forms (so numerous in Syriac), are grouped
 and signaled by an icon; states and tenses are also signed in the same manner, each with
 its own icon. In this visually elegant and ingenious manner, Kiraz has solved the daunt-
 ing problems of producing a concordance in a language as inflected as Syriac.

 In practice, the user first locates the appropriate root, then scans down the right
 margin, pausing at each "pointing hand" icon until encountering the sought word. The
 user then moves to the next indented layer of text and scans for the appropriate icon sig-

 naling the particular state, form, or tense of the word. Once that has been found, the
 user indents one more level to find the particular variation being sought in terms of pre-

 fixes or suffixes. These, too, are grouped and signaled by icons: for example, the suffix

 icon is two parallel lines, between which, written vertically, "s 2 m," means a "singular,

 2nd person, masc." suffix. Once the precise form of the word has been located, the con-
 cordance then presents the line of NT text in which the word occurs. In the lemma, the
 position of the word is highlighted by being enclosed in a box. The scriptural reference
 is in the left margin, at the end of the line. At the end of each section, Kiraz has thought-

 fully placed a word count, giving the number of times that word occurs in each book.
 Kiraz provides an English translation for word entries and indicates gender or conjuga-
 tion. Where there is a Greek origin for a Syriac word, it is given in Greek; since no Syriac
 root exists for such loanwords, they are inserted at their appropriate alphabetical place
 among the Syriac roots.

 The appendices fill the last two volumes and cover over 1,500 pages. The first
 appendix contains proper nouns; the second contains "high frequency entries," such as
 pronouns and particles (even these are given full treatment and cover 1,146 pages!). The
 third appendix is an English-Syriac index, listing in alphabetical order all the English
 meanings given in the concordance, with their Syriac equivalent. This is an especially
 helpful feature, allowing one to go immediately (rather than guessing or trying several
 possibilities) to the correct Syriac entry when looking for equivalencies. Appendix 4 lists
 in alphabetical order all Greek words taken over into Syriac, with the Syriac given. The
 fifth appendix sets out the rules employed for ordering nominal forms in the entries in
 the concordance. The sixth and final appendix is a "root finder," listing each lexical form
 and its root. This guides the nonspecialist (or just the forgetful) to the correct root, so
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 that the full entry can be found. While there cannot help but be errors in a work of this

 breadth, my spot checks found- incredibly! -no errors. A few insignificant typos mar
 the Introduction and Table of Contents.

 The presentation of the volumes is spectacular. The roots are printed in a large
 Estrangelo, while the entries and texts (all vocalized) are printed in a smaller but emi-
 nently legible Jacobite (Serta). Because of its script, Syriac presents a typographer with
 special problems: italics and bold type do not exist. As someone who has struggled with
 the problems of highlighting particular words in Syriac, I can only marvel at Kiraz's
 genius in solving the many problems he encountered (he provided Brill with camera-
 ready copy). The care that went into simply conceiving the structure of the entries and

 then designing the presentations is astounding. The result is a joy to the eye and a plea-
 sure to use. The firm of Brill-whose name is forever linked with sumptuous volumes of

 enduring scholarly significance-has once again shown why it is one of the three leading
 publishers in Christian Oriental studies. The format is a majestic quarto, with only 36
 lines per page. This means that even the vowels can be read without squinting. The
 binding-important in a reference work, which will see heavy use and abuse-is rugged
 (sewn and glued); the covers are a rich maroon with gold stamping. The paper is of suffi-

 cient weight to preclude annoying show-through; ample margins provide room for
 notes.

 Every research library must obtain these volumes. The price is actually quite rea-
 sonable-about $140 per tome-given the size, substance, and difficulty of preparation.
 Sebastian Brock, who supervised Kiraz at Oxford (the project was begun as part of
 Kiraz's Masters program at the Oriental Institute), wrote the Foreword, and Kiraz
 appreciatively acknowledges the guiding hand of this preeminent Orientalist.

 Biblical and Syriac studies are the beneficiaries of the singular blend of familiarity
 with computers and Syriac studies found in George Kiraz. We owe him a great debt.
 The Oriental Institute at Oxford has once again been the midwife to greatness; if her
 sons and daughters were to produce nothing else in this decade, she would already have
 distinguished herself above all rivals. Marvelous, simply marvelous!

 William L. Petersen

 The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

 The Dead Sea Scrolls Translated: The Qumran Texts in English, by Florentino Garcia
 Martinez. Leiden: Brill, 1994. Pp. lxvii + 513. $80.00/$30.00 (paper).

 Garcia Martinez's translation of the Dead Sea Scrolls first appeared in Spanish in
 1992. In the meantime, the Brill microfiche edition of the Scrolls, the second volume of

 A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls by B. Z. Wacholder and M.
 Abegg, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered by R. Eisenman and M. Wise, which contains
 texts and translations of fifty texts, and the supplementary volume of K. Beyer's Die
 aramdischen Texte vom Toten Meer have appeared. Garcia Martinez has expanded his
 translation accordingly. The English edition contains "the 270 most important texts
 from Qumran" (p. xx) as against 200 in the Spanish translation and 62 in the well-known

 The Dead Sea Scrolls in English (3d ed.) by Geza Vermes. Biblical manuscripts are not
 included. Texts absent from the Spanish translation but present here include the frag-
 ments of Tobit, fragments of the Hodayot from Cave 4, and the long sapiential work
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